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1N.B. This does not purport to be a review – citations are papers with which I happen to be familiar, and
which should provide an entry point to the literature.
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1. Wavelength-Dependent Extinction of Starlight
• Measured attenuation of starlight by interstellar dust

τλ =

�
ndCext(λ)ds (1)

Cext(λ) = extinction cross section
nd = number density of dust grains
s = path length
Astronomers measure attenuation in magnitudes:

Aλ

mag
≡ 2.5 log10

�
F 0

λ/Fλ

�
(2)

= 2.5 log10 [eτλ] = 1.086 τλ (3)

• Dust and gas are well-mixed: it is observed that τλ ∝ NH, where NH ≡
�

nHds is the column density of H
nucleons
Thus ndCext/nH ≈ const

• Function Aλ = “the extinction curve”.
Because Aλ tends to be larger for shorter wavelengths, stars are “reddened” – hence we speak of “inter-
stellar reddening”.

• Because dust and gas appear to be well-mixed, and because H dominates the mass, it is natural to normalize
to H: we discuss Aλ/NH.
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How do we measure Aλ toward a given star?

1. Identify a nearby (unreddened) “twin” star (spectroscopic match)
2. Measure Fν(�) and Fν(twin)

Fλ =
Lλ

4πD2
e−τλ (4)

τλ(�) − τλ(twin) = ln

�
Fλ(twin)

Fλ(�)

�
+ ln

�
Lλ(�)

Lλ(twin)

�
+ ln

�
D2

�

D2

twin

�
(5)

3. For nearby twin, can assume τλ(twin) ≈ 0, but generally don’t know (D�/Dtwin) (at least not accu-
rately):
Thus what we really measure is the “reddening curve”:

τλ1(�)− τλ2(�) = ln

�
Fλ1(twin)

Fλ1(�)

�
− ln

�
Fλ2(twin)

Fλ2(�)

�
(6)

If λ2 →∞, can assume τλ2 ≈ 0, and thereby measure absolute τλ1.
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4. Also measure NH (e.g., using Lyα absorption line).
Plot Aλ/NH = 1.086τλ/NH for “average” sightline through diffuse ISM:

Principal features:
– General rise from IR to vacuum UV (∼ 0.1 µm)
– 18 µm and 10 µm: O-Si-O bend and Si-0 stretch in amorphous silicates
– 3.4 µm: C-H stretch in hydrocarbons
– 0.2175 µm: “2200Å bump”. Probably π → π∗ electronic transition in sp2-bonded carbon (e.g.,

graphite or PAH)
– >∼ 400 weak features – the Diffuse Interstellar Bands – still unidentified.
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5. Variations seen among extinction curves:

– If normalize to IC band (λ = 0.802 µm), extinction extinction is ∼ “universal” (?) for λ >∼ 0.8 µm

– Significant sightline-to-sightline variation seen in visible and especially UV (λ <∼ 0.5 µm)
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– Curves can be characterized by RV ≡ AV /(AB − AV ) as the parameter.
On diffuse sightlines in Milky Way, RV varies from ∼ 2 to >∼ 5.

– Cardelli et al. (1989) proposed a fitting function with 7 adjustable parameters:
Aλ

Aλ,ref
= f7(λ)

CCM found that the 7 fit parameters were all strongly-correlated with RV . Thus the 7-parameter fit
can be treated as a one-parameter family of curves, with RV as the parameter:

Aλ

Aλ,ref
≈ f1(λ; RV )
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– General rise in extinction for 1 <∼ λ−1 <∼ 10 µm−1 requires that a <∼ 0.1 µm [otherwise dust would have
2πa/λ >∼ 1, with extinction ∼independent of λ].

– Strong rise down to λ ≈ 0.1 µm requires large abundance of grains with 2πa/λ = 2πa/(0.1 µm) <∼ 1,
or a <∼ 0.1 µm/2π ≈ 0.015 µm.

– Conclusion: must have a very broad size distribution, extending over at least a factor >∼ 10 in radius,
or >∼ 103 in mass.
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2. Polarization of Starlight
• Polarization of starlight discovered serendipitously (Hall 1949; Hiltner 1949)
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• Polarization vs. λ is continuous and
Polarization is spatially coherent:

– Must be produced by interstellar dust

– Some of the dust grains must be nonspherical and aligned

– Coherence: Alignment direction must be determined by interstellar �B0

• Polarization is approximately described by the “Serkowski law” (Serkowski 1973):

p(λ) = pmax exp
�
−K (ln(λ/λmax))

2

�

with λmax ≈ 0.55 µm and K ≈ 1.15

0 ≤ pmax
<∼

�
0.09

E(B − V )

�
pmax

<∼ 0.03AV
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• Implications of Wavelength-dependence of Polarization

– Grain optics: grains producing polarization near ∼ 0.55 µm have 2πa/λ ≈ 1 → a ≈ 0.1 µm.
– p(λ)/τλ is very small in the UV: small grains responsible for rise in UV extinction are either spherical

(unlikely) or randomly-oriented.

– Mechanism producing alignment of interstellar grains in the diffuse ISM is size-sensitive:
∗ manages to align grains with a >∼ 0.1 µm,
∗ does not align grains with a <∼ 0.05 µm.
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3. Scattering of Starlight

Two Reflection Nebulae: Pleiades (M44) NGC 7023

• Dust grains produce substantial scattering at visual wavelenghts:

– must have 2πa/0.55 µm >∼ 1, or a >∼ 0.1 µm.

• Can determine scattering properties of dust (albedo and scattering phase function) by studying individual
reflection nebulae (but this is not easy – requires assumptions about nebular geometry)

• Can also determine scattering properties of dust by studying the general interstellar background of scat-
tered light – the Diffuse Galactic Light (but this is not easy – it it is faint)

• Usually limited to trying to estimate albedo≡ scattering/(scattering+absorption) and
�cos θ�, where θ = scattering angle
Isotropic scattering or Rayleigh scattering would have �cos θ� = 0
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Solid curves: dust models (Weingartner & Draine 2001).
Scatter among different observational results is indication of difficulty and uncertainty
Albedo ≈ 0.5 from visible to UV
Grains are forward-scattering, �cos θ� ≈ 0.6
Observational results are ∼ consistent with dust models
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4. The Volume of Interstellar Dust: The Purcell Limit
Dust models normally proceed by experimenting with different compositions and size distributions to try to

reproduce the wavelength-dependent extinction and scattering.
If successful model is found, then can calculate volume and mass of grain material, but result is clearly model-
dependent.
Purcell (1969) applied a very general argument to obtain a lower bound on the dust volume with very few
assumptions.

• Analyze dielectric function �ISM(ω) of interstellar medium.

• �ISM(ω) describes response (polarization) of ISM due to applied stress (E)

• Attenuation of EM plane wave ∝ �ISM,2 ≡ Im [�ISM(ω)].
Attenuation includes both absorption and scattering.

• Kramers-Kronig relations apply to any linear response function – based only on assumption of causality:
response (polarization) depends only on applied stress (E(t)) in the past, not in future.

�1(ω)− 1 =
2

π
P

� ∞

0

dx
x�2(x)

x2 − ω2

• Consider static dielectric function �(ω = 0):

�ISM,1(0)− 1 =
2

π

� ∞

0

dx
�ISM,2(x)

x

ω × �ISM,2(ω) ∝ nd Cext(ω)

[�ISM,1(ω = 0)− 1] ∝ ndVd × F (shape, dielectric function of grain material)

nd Vd × F ∝
� ∞

0

dω
nd Cext(ω)

ω2
∝

� ∞

0

dλ nd Cext(λ)
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Result:
ndVd

nH

=
1

3π2F (shape, �0)

� ∞

0

dλ
nd

nH

Cext(λ)

=
1

3π2F (shape, �0)

� ∞

0

dλ
τλ

NH

. (7)

The dimensionless function F (shape, �0) [�0 = dielectric function of the grain material] is the orientationally-
averaged static polarizability relative to the polarizability of an equal-volume conducting sphere.
Likely insulating materials have finite 4 <∼ �0

<∼ 10; conductors have �0 →∞

Result: 0.5 < F < 1.2 unless grains have extreme shapes (a/b > 2 or b/a > 2 and are conducting.
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ndVd

nH

=
1

3π2F (�0, shape)

� ∞

0

dλ
τext(λ)

NH

.

We have measurements of τext(λ)/NH for 0.1 <∼ λ <∼ 30 µm.
�

30 µm

0.1 µm

τext

NH

dλ ≈ 1.1× 10−25 cm3/H . (8)

Approximately half of this integral is contributed by 0.1 < λ < 1 µm, and half by 1 < λ < 30 µm. At
other wavelengths τext(λ)/NH is not well-determined, except that we know that it must be > 0.
This gives us a lower bound on the volume of grain material per H nucleon:

ndVd

nH

>∼ 3.7× 10−27F−1
cm3

H

If the grain material has solid density ρd, we have a lower bound on the mass of grain material relative to
H mass:

Md

MH

>∼ 0.0056

�
1.2

F

� �
ρd

3 g cm−3

�

where ρd = 3 g cm−3 is intermediate between the density of graphite (ρ = 2.2 g cm−3) and crystalline
olivine with composition MgFeSiO4 (ρ ≈ 3.8 g cm−3).
A reasonable estimate for F might be F ≈ 0.8, in which case the Kramers-Kronig argument gives

Md

MH

>∼ 0.0083

�
ρd

3 g cm−3

�

This is a lower bound – have neglected contributions to
�

Cext(λ)dλ from λ < 0.1 µm and λ > 30 µm.
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5. Asymptotic Behavior at Long Wavelengths

• Suppose that
Cext(λ) ∝ λ−β for λ →∞

• The Kramers-Kronig integral � ∞

0

Cext dλ

would be divergent for β ≤ 1.
Must have β > 1 to avoid divergence.
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6. Abundance Constraints
Have seen above that Md/MH

>∼ 0.0083. What do we expect this number to be? Measure abundances in gas
and compare to solar (which we assume to be similar to total abundance in ISM today).

Sightline to ζOph – best-studied
sightline in ISM.

• Some elements (e.g., N) are
undepleted – abundance in
gas ≈ solar.

• Some elements (e.g., Si, Fe)
are very strongly depleted:
> 90% is missing from gas.

• C appears to be moderately
depleted: ∼70% of C is
missing from gas.

• Missing C, Mg, Si, Al,
Ca, Fe, Ni + ∼29% of O:
Md/MH = 0.0091

• Purcell lower limit on 0.0083 is similar to the value 0.0091 inferred from depletion studies.

•
�

Cextdλ must be dominated by 0.1 < λ < 30 µm range – the contribution to the integral from λ > 30 µm
must be small.

• Very large (
>∼ 10 µm) grains cannot contribute much mass.
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7. Composition of Interstellar Dust: Observed Spectral Features

7.1 The 2175Å Feature

• Very strong: grain component must be abundant.
Must come from compound of some subset of
{C, O, Mg, Si, Fe} – other elements not abundant
enough.

• In good agreement with calculations of absorp-
tion by randomly-oriented spheres of graphite:
absorption comes from π → π∗ excitations of π
electrons in the graphite basal plane.

• Large PAH molecules have C in sheets of
hexagons (sp2-bonding) just as in graphite. Also
have strong absorption in neighborhood of 2200Å

• Little or no polarization in 2200Å feature

• Current estimates of PAH abundance – (C in
PAHs)/H ≈ 55ppm – suggest that 2200Å feature
is probably due to C in PAHs.

• Other carriers have been proposed (e.g., MgO).
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7.2 The Silicate Features
• Broad feature at ∼9.7 µm feature observed in ab-

sorption on sightlines with sufficient NH

• Profile consistent with Si-O stretching mode in
amorphous silicate

• Also a weaker feature at 18 µm consistent with O-
Si-O bending mode in amorphous silicates.

• Similar features seen in emission in winds from
cool O-rich stars.

• Identification as amorphous silicate is secure

• Nearby ISM has AV /∆τ9.7 ≈ 18.5 ± 2

• Sightlines to sources near the GC have
AV /∆τ9.7 ≈ 9 ± 1

• Strength of silicate profile: requires that majority
of Mg, Si, and perhaps Fe be in amorphous sili-
cates (possible composition MgFeSiO4)

• Absence of sharp structure in profile: no more
than 2% of interstellar silicates are crystalline.

• Polarization in silicate feature is observed: sili-
cate grains can be aligned in ISM
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7.3 The 3.4 µm Feature

• Weak feature at ∼3.4 µm feature observed in ab-
sorption on sightlines with sufficient NH

• Identified as C-H stretch in hydrocarbons

• Type (and amount) of hydrocarbon is controver-
sial

– Pendleton & Allamandola (2002):
∼85% aromatic, ∼15% aliphatic

– Dartois et al. (2004): < 15% aromatic

• ∆τ3.4 µm/AV depends on environment:
higher in HI clouds, lower in dark H2 clouds
(Shenoy et al. 2003).
Mennella et al. (2003) suggest

– Destruction of C-H bonds by CR in dark
clouds?

– regeneration of C-H by exposure to H in HI
clouds?
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7.4 Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIBs)

• weak but well-defined spectral features, too
broad (∆λ ∼ 1 Å) to be due to atoms, ions, or
small molecules.

• First observed by Heger (1922). Recent sur-
veys have tabulated MANY:
>400 between 3900 and 8100Å (Hobbs et al.
2009)

• NONE have been identified!

• Indications of structure (Kerr et al. 1998) con-
sistent with molecular rotation...

• Hypothesis: DIBs = electronic transitions in
PAHs.
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7.5 Ice Features in Dark Clouds

H2O

CO2

CO
sil. sil.

ISO spectra of W3 IRS5 and Orion BN (Gibb
et al. 2004).

• Predominantly H2O ice but also CO, CO2, NH3, CH3OH, ...

(From Whittet et al. 2009)

• Ice can increase total grain volume by factor of up to ∼ 2.

• ONLY in DARK clouds with AV
>∼ 3.3 mag:

∆τ3.1 ≈ 0 for AV < 3.3 mag

∆τ3.1 ≈ 0.093[AV − 3.3 mag] for AV > 3.3 mag

• Photodesorption by UV removes H2O from dust in diffuse clouds.
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7.6 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Emission

(from Smith et al. 2007)

• IR emission features at 3.3, 6.2, 7.6, 8.6, 11.3, 12.7 cor-
respond to vibrational modes of polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons (PAHs).

• For normal star-forming galaxies, integrated emission in
PAH features can be up to 20% of total IR emission.

• This requires that PAHs be abundant enough to account
for up to 20% of the starlight absorption.

• Required PAH abundance: at least ∼5% of the total
grain mass contributed by PAHs in the MW.
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8. Far-Infrared Emission

Diffuse emission at high galactic latitudes (Li & Draine 2001).

Global SED for NGC 7331 (Draine et al. 2007)

• Local emission from dust at high galactic lat-
itudes measured by IRAS and COBE.

– This is dust heated by starlight with
spectrum and intensity similar to diffuse
starlight at location of Sun.

– Most of power radiated near ∼140 µm
Td ≈ (1/6)hc/λmaxk ≈ 17 K

– Substantial amount of power at
λ <∼ 25 µm – requires dust that is
much hotter than 17K

• Global emission from normal star-forming
galaxies measured by is quite similar to local
emission, suggesting that most IR emission
from normal star-forming galaxies originates
in the diffuse ISM, with most of the dust mass
at T ≈ 20 K.
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9. X-Ray Scattering by Dust

1.5-6 keV X-ray halo around GX 13+1 observed by Chandra.
Model fits for HRC-1 in red, ACIS-I in blue (Smith 2008).

Model = WD01 dust uniformly-distributed along LOS.

• Characteristic scattering angle

θ ≈ λ

πa
= 800��

�
keV

hν

0.1 µm

a

�

• Comparison with model requires as-
sumptions about location of dust on
path between source and observer (to
relate observed halo angle to scatter-

ing angle).
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X-Ray Halo Around GRB 050724

0.2–5keV X-ray images of GRB 050724 1300 ± 950s, 7000 ± 1000s, and later. From Vaughan et al. (2006).

∆t =
1

2

Dθ2

c
Dust in a sheet at distance D ≈ 139 ± 9 pc, ∆D <
22 pc

N.B. This method could in principle be used to de-
termine distance to M31 to absolute accuracy ±1%
using background AGN (Draine & Bond 2004) (all
we need is ∼5 Ms of time on Chandra...)
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10. Microwave Emission by Dust

Interstellar emissivity per H nucleon

• synchrotron emission: jν ∝ ν−1.0 between 0.4 and 23
GHz

• free-free emission: jν ∝ ν−0.1

• observed rise in emission from 5–30 GHz cannot be
explained by synchrotron or free-free: must be at-
tributed to dust

• CMB experiments discovered mi-
crowave emission correlated with
100 µm emission from interstellar
dust (Kogut et al. 1996).

• observed intensity much higher than
expected from extrapolation of “nor-
mal” dust emission (“vibrational
emission”) to microwave frequencies

• observed intensity may be rotational
emission from the PAH population –
“spinning dust” (Draine & Lazarian
1998).

• Microwave emission provides an-
other constraint on interstellar dust
models.

• Observed emission places an upper

limit on fraction of interstellar Fe that
can be in metallic inclusions, as ther-
mal fluctuations in their magnetiza-
tion would generate magnetic dipole
radiation at microwave frequencies.
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11. Dust in Meteorites
Types and properties of major presolar materials� identified in meteorites

and IDPs. See Huss & Draine (2007) and references therein.
Material Source Grain Size Abundance

(µm) (ppm)†
Amorphous silicates circumstellar 0.2-0.5 20-3600
Forsterite (Mg2SiO4)
Enstatite (MgSiO3) } circumstellar 0.2-0.5 10-1800

Diamond ∼0.002 ∼1400
P3 fraction ?
HL fraction circumstellar

Silicon carbide circumstellar 0.1-20 13-14
Graphite circumstellar 0.1-10 7-10
Spinel (MgAl2O4) circumstellar 0.1-3 1.2
Corundum (Al2O3) circumstellar 0.5-3 0.01
Hibonite (CaAl12O19) circumstellar 1-2 0.02
TOTAL circumstellar 0.002-20 1450-6800

� Other presolar materials include TiC, MoC, ZrC, RuC, FeC, Si3N4,
TiO2, and Fe-Ni metal.
†Abundance in fine-grained fraction (= matrix in primitive chondrites).

• Presolar grains are identified by iso-
topic anomalies – must differ from
average isotopic ratios in protosolar
nebula.

• Grains with isotopic anomalies
will generally be stardust – grains
formed in outflows from individual
stars with their particular isotopic
composition.

• (0.4±0.25)% of mass in primitive
meteorite is stardust

• Such grains were part of ISM 4.567
Gyr ago – but they may have been a
minority fraction of interstellar dust.

• Should be cautious about relating
stardust in meteorites to the interstel-

lar grain population.
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Physics of Interstellar Dust

1. Optics of Small Particles
2. Inferred Size Distributions for Interstellar Grains
3. Grain Temperatures and Infrared Emission
4. Grain Charging
5. Grain Dynamics
6. Grains in Hot Gas
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1. Optics of Small Particles

Most of the information we have about interstellar dust arises from the interaction of dust

with EM radiation:

• Extinction of starlight: absorption and scattering of optical or UV light by dust grains

• Polarization of starlight: absorption and scattering of polarized light

• Reflection nebulae: scattering of optical or UV light by dust

• Infrared emission: heating of grains by starlight, emission of IR radiation by dust

• X-ray haloes: scattering of X-rays by dust

We study dust indirectly: by constructing models, and comparing the computed properties
of the models with observations (of transmitted, scattered, or emitted light).

It is therefore essential to be able to accurately calculate absorption and scattering by small
particles.

Real grains may differ from our models, but at least we should be able to calculate accurately
for our models.
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1.1 What do we seek to calculate?

• The absorption cross section Cabs(λ) at wavelength λ

• The scattering cross section Csca(λ)

• The extinction cross section Cext(λ) = Cabs + Csca

• The differential scattering cross section
dCsca(θ)

dΩ
for incident unpolarized light to be scattered by an angle θ. This is related to the dimensionless Muller
matrix element S11:

dCsca(θ)

dΩ
≡ S11(θ)

k2

• The mean value of cos θ for scattered light:

�cos θ� ≡ 1

Csca

� π

0
cos θ

dCsca

dΩ
2π sin θ dθ

• The radiation pressure cross section

Cpr ≡ Cabs + (1− �cos θ�) Csca

• The degree of polarization P (θ) for incident unpolarized light after scattering through an angle θ.

• Actually, we would like to calculate the full 4 × 4 Muller matrix Sij(θ), for scattering of an arbitrary
incident Stokes vector.
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1.2 Dielectric Function vs. Refractive Index

• Response of grain material to applied monochromatic E field is specified by the complex dielectric func-
tion �(ω) = �1 + i�2.

• Electrical conductivity σ, if any, can be absorbed within �: �→ � + 4πiσ/ω.

• Equivalently, can characterize material by complex refractive index m(ω) =
√

�

• Two sign conventions in use:

– If we choose to write oscillating quantities ∝ eik·r−iωt
, then Im(�) > 0 and Im(m) > 0 for dissipative

materials (propagating waves are attenuated). This is our convention.

– Alternatively, some choose to use e+iωt
. Then Im(�) < 0 and Im(m) < 0 for dissipative materials.

• Real materials:

� |�− 1|� 1 at X-ray energies

� |�− 1| ∼ O(1) in the optical and UV

� |�− 1| ∼ O(1) for insulators in IR

� |�− 1|→∞ for conductors as λ→∞
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Dielectric Function for Graphite and “Astrosilicate”

from Draine (2003)
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1.3 Electric Dipole Limit: Size� λ

• In this limit, the small grain is subject to an applied E = Re(E0e−iωt) that is nearly uniform.

• Absorption and scattering cross sections can be written

Cabs =
4πω

c
Im(α)

Csca =
8π

3

�ω

c

�4
|α|2

where α is the electric polarizability of the grains: electric dipole moment P = αE.

• Polarizability can be calculated analytically for spheres, spheroids, and ellipsoids: for E � principal axis
j:

αjj =
V

4π

�
�− 1

(�− 1)Lj + 1

�

where Lj = “shape factor”. L1 + L2 + L3 = 1.
For spheroids, L < 1/3 for “long” axis, L > 1/3 for “short” axis.

• Cross sections in “electric dipole limit” = “Rayleigh limit”:

Cabs =
V

λ
× f (�, shape) f = 18π

�2

(�1 + 2)2 + �2
2

for sphere

Csca =
V 2

λ4
× g(�, shape) g = 24π3

����
�− 1

� + 2

����
2

for sphere

Important result: Cabs ∝ V – when particles are small (� λ) power absorbed (or emitted) depends on
total mass of dust, but not on particle size.
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Limiting Behavior at Long Wavelengths
Insulators: At frequencies ω � the lowest frequency resonance in the solid, insulators tend to have

�1 → �0 = const.

�2 → Aω (A = const)

Then

Cabs → 36π2 Ac

(�0 + 2)2
V

λ2

Csca → 24π3(�0 − 1)2

(�0 + 2)2
V 2

λ4

Conductors:

�1 → const

�2 → Aω +
4πσ0

ω

Then

Cabs →
4πc

σ0

V

λ2

Csca → 24π3V
2

λ4
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Spheres with Size Comparable to the Wavelength: Mie Theory
• “Mie theory”: analytic solution by Mie (1908) and Debye (1909) for

isotropic sphere. Based on separation of variables. Series expansion,

number of terms ∼O(2πa/λ), where a = radius of sphere, λ = wave-

length.

Feasible to evaluate for 2πa/λ <∼ 104
.

Many public-domain codes.

• Results depend on x ≡ 2πa/λ and complex m(λ).

• Define dimensionless efficiencies:

Qx ≡
Cx(a, λ)

πa2
for x = abs, sca, ext

• General behavior:

� Qabs ∝ x for x� 1 (electric dipole absorption)

� Qsca ∝ |m− 1|2x4
for x� 1 (Rayleigh scattering)

� conspicuous resonances for 1 <∼ |m− 1|x <∼ 10
(when Im(m) is small)

� Qext
>∼ 1 for |m− 1|x > 1

� Qext → 2 for |m− 1|x� 1 (“the extinction paradox”)

when |m − 1|x � 1, 50% of the extinction is from (small-angle)

diffraction around the target (“forward scattering”).

� Qext has peak near |m− 1|x ≈ 2, with Qext ≈ 4 ± 1.
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Particles Large Compared to the Wavelength: X-Ray Scattering
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X-ray scattering by silicate spheres.

Solid curve: Mie theory. Dots: ADT

from Draine & Allaf-Akbari (2006).

X-Ray Regime: Simplifications because

|m− 1|� 1 and x ≡ 2πa/λ� 1:

• Can think in terms of ray optics

• Reflection and Refraction at interfaces is very

small

• Anomalous Diffraction Theory (ADT) is

accurate in the limits x� 1 and |m−1|� 1.

Calculate change in phase and amplitude of

wavefront after traversing target (“shadow
function”)

• ADT has no restriction on |m− 1|x
(unlike “Rayleigh-Gans approximation”)

• ADT has analytic solutions for spheres (van

de Hulst 1957) – see Draine & Allaf-Akbari

(2006).

• ADT can be applied (numerically) to non-

spherical geometry (Draine & Allaf-Akbari

2006; Heng & Draine 2009).
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Qext for astrosilicate spheres from λ = 1 Å to 100 µm

• 0.1 µm grain becomes
“transparent” to X-rays for
λ < .002 µm = 20 Å, or
E > 0.6 keV.

• silicate grains become “opaque”
in the 10 µm feature for
a >∼ 2 µm
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UV-optical-NIR • to have dτ/dλ−1 > 0 at V = 0.55 µm:
a <∼ 0.2 µm silicate, or a <∼ 0.08 µm graphite.

• to have dτ/dλ−1 > 0 at B = 0.44 µm:
a <∼ 0.15 µm silicate, or a <∼ 0.07 µm
graphite.

• Interstellar extinction curve is characterized
by RV ≡ AV /E(B − V ) ≡ AV /(AB − AV )
Average extinction curve in diffuse regions of
MW has RV ≈ 3.1. What size grains have
this value of RV ?

• Cannot reproduce extinction curve with a sin-
gle size dust, but clear that must include
grains with a ≈ 0.1 µm.
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Non-Spherical Grains
• Observed polarization of starlight (and polarized FIR emission): interstellar grains are not spherical.

• What is the geometry of interstellar dust? Two extremes:

� Are interstellar grains fairly smooth and compact?

Presolar onion-like graphite grain (diameter ∼5 µm). Photo from S. Amari.

� Or are they typically loose aggregates of smaller particles, with a large “porosity”?

Two interplanetary dust particles collected from stratosphere (diameter ∼10 µm).

Elemental compositions similar to primitive meteorites: silicates + carbonaceous material.

Images courtesy E.K. Jessberger and Don Brownlee.
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Non-Spherical Grains with |m− 1| of order unity

• If x = 2πa/λ� 1 (“electric dipole” limit) need only to calculate polarizability (electrostatics problem).

• If x� 1 (geometric optics limit): can use ray-tracing approach.

• Unfortunately, for optical-UV we need solutions for x ∼ 1.

• Spheroids yield to separation of variable treatment and Mie-type solutions (Asano & Yamamoto 1975;
Voshchinnikov & Farafonov 1993; Farafonov et al. 1996), but much more complicated. Some codes exist.

• Extended Boundary Condition Method (EBCM) (Waterman 1971; Mishchenko & Travis 1994) – some-
times called “T-matrix method”, can be used for nonspherical particles if shape is smooth and not too
complicated. Some codes exist.

• For complicated shapes, and materials with anisotropic dielectric tensors, can apply the Discrete Dipole
Approximation (Purcell & Pennypacker 1973; Draine & Flatau 1994).

� Finite element method: resolve target into many small volume elements, and represent each volume
element by a polarizable point: applied E field produces an electric dipole moment αE.

� Find self-consistent solution to Maxwell’s equations with incident wave
� Calculate absorption and scattering for dipole array.
� If |m− 1| <∼ 3, feasible to find solutions for 2πaeff/λ <∼ 30, using up to ∼ 106 dipoles.

Validity criterion |m|kd <∼ 0.5, where d = interdipole separation.
� Public domain code DDSCAT (Draine & Flatau 1994, 2008).
� Latest version DDSCAT 7.1 available from http://code.google.com/p/ddscat/
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Examples of Ballistic Aggregates

Shen et al. (2008):

• For finite irregular objects: pro-
pose new definition for

� characteristic radius R
� “porosity” P

• Standard ballistic aggregates
(“BA”) are quite extended, with
high porosity P ≈ 0.86

• Propose 2 new procedures to
generate random aggregates with
lower porosity than standard
(“BA”) ballistic aggregates.

� BAM1 with P ≈ 0.75

� BAM2 with P ≈ 0.64
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Absorption and Scattering for Random Aggregates
Studied Using DDA

Shen et al. (2008, 2009):

• Extinction cross sections of random aggregates can be calculated to ±20% accuracy using “effective
medium theory” + Mie theory (“EMT+MT”) for appropriate size spheres.

• Scattering properties of random aggregates are not well-approximated by EMT-Mie theory – need to cal-
culate with an “exact” method such as DDA.

• Scattering by dust in comets and Au Mic debris disk can be explained by random aggregates consisting
of 50% silicate + 50% graphite:

� comets: R ≈ 1.2 µm, P ≈ 0.6

� Au Mic debris disk: R ≈ 0.13− 0.55 µm, P ≈ 0.6
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Size Distribution of Interstellar Grains

• Observe extinction curve from∼ 2 µm – 0.1 µm

• Mathis et al. (1977) tried to reproduce aver-
age interstellar extinction curve using mixture
of graphite and silicate spheres.

• Using non-parametric size distribution with up-
per and lower cutoffs, amin and amax, they found
best-fit size distributions dn/da.

• Their best-fit size distributions were very close
to power-laws!!

• Therefore MRN proposed using power-laws

1

nH

dngra,sil

da
= Agra,sil a

p for amin < a < amax

p = −3.5

amin ≈ 0.005 µm

amax ≈ 0.25 µm

This is the famous “MRN” size distribution.

• dn/da ∝ a−3.5 has most of mass at large size
end, most of area at small size end.

• dn/da ∝ a−3.5 is similar to size distribution of

� p ≈ −3.25 for asteroids with 5 < D <
300 km (Bottke et al. 2005)

� steady-state coagulation/fragmentation
models (Dohnanyi 1969; Weidenschilling
1997; Tanaka et al. 1996, 2005)

• Problem: Because of PAHs, the MRN distri-

bution can no longer be considered applica-

ble to interstellar dust.

� Substantial mass in ultrasmall dust grains:
∼ 5% of total dust mass is in particles with
< 103 C atoms. This is much more than
MRN extended to very small sizes.

� PAHs contribute substantially to the UV ex-
tinction.

� Non-PAH extinction not well-fitted by
MRN distribution.
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Size Distribution of Interstellar Grains, contd....

tickmarks: 50% of grain mass above and below (from Draine 2011)

• Start with PAHs, then add size distributions of

amorphous silicate and graphite to fit observed

extinction:

� Weingartner & Draine (2001a) (WD01)

spheres

� Zubko et al. (2004) (ZDA04)

spheres

� Draine & Fraisse (2009) (DF09)

spheroids, required to reproduce both ex-

tinction curve and polarization curve

• Results differ in detail, but all have

� similar total volumes of carbonaceous and

silicate dust, using as much C, Mg, Si, Fe

as allowed by observed depletions

� ∼50% of dust mass above/below ∼0.1 µm

• WD01 and DF09 use “observed” extinction

curve with somewhat more near-IR extinction

than for extinction curve assumed by ZDA04.

Result: WD01 and DF09 have more mass in

a >∼ 0.25 µm dust than ZDA04.
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Regional Variations in Size Distribution

• Extinction curves are known to vary from one sightline to another.

• Denser regions tend to have

� “flatter” extinction curves, i.e., higher values of RV ≡ AV /E(B − V )

� increased RV is attributed to tilt in size distribution to decrease numbers of small particles, increase

numbers of larger particles.

� grain growth is presumably due partially to accretion of atoms from gas, but this is only a minor effect

(because unless ices can form, most depletable species are already depleted in diffuse clouds)

� grain growth must be due primarily to coagulation.

• timescale for dust grain to collide with another dust grain is relatively short:

τdd =
1

nH Σd (∆v)dd
= 1× 10

7
yr

�
30 cm

−3

nH

� �
10
−21

cm
2/H

Σd

� �
1 km s

−1

∆vdd

�

• dust-dust velocity differences ∆vdd ∼ 1 km s
−1

are expected

� radiation pressure and “recoil” effects can cause grains to drift through gas with speeds that depend on

size and composition

� ordinary fluid turbulence will give grains random velocities

� MHD turbulence can pump energy into “orbital” motions of
>∼ 0.1 µm grains in diffuse clouds (Yan

et al 2004)

• It is likely that coagulation modifies the grain size distribution. Presumably balanced by shattering in

higher-velocity grain-grain collisions (Yan et al. 2004; Hirashita & Yan 2009; Hirashita et al. 2010)
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Infrared Emission
For given starlight radiation field uν, and grain of

given composition c and radius a, calculate the

probability distribution function dP/dE for internal

energy E:

� define N energy bins Ej (we use N = 500)

� calculate transition matrix Tji = probability per

unit time of transition i → j.

upward transitions due to photon absorption

downward transitions due to photon emission

� Let Pj = probability that grain will be in bin j

� Then

d

dt
Pj =

�

i �=j

TjiPi −
�

k �=j

TkjPj

� Find steady state solution

0 =
�

i�=j

TjiPi −
�

k �=j

TkjPj

with
�

j Pj = 1.

� Repeat for many different sizes a.

Upward transition rates are calculated using absorp-

tion cross section Cabs(ν) and radiation field uν.

How to calculate downward transition rates

Tji j < i ?

See discussion in Draine & Li (2001).

A good approximation is to associate a temperature

Tj with each energy bin Ej:

Tj = T for which �E� = Ej.

Thermal approximation: assume that grain with

energy Ej has emission spectrum

jν = Cabs(ν)Bν(Tj)

where Bν(T ) = blackbody function.

Because energy bins have finite width, need to give

some care to calculation of Tij.

=⇒ (dP/dT )c,a
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Temperature Distribution Functions

from Draine & Li (2007)
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Temperatures of “Classical” Grains
For large grains,

(dP/dT )c,a =⇒ δ(T − Tss(c, a))

where the steady-state temperature Tss(c, a) is the solution to
�

dνCabs(ν)uνc =

�
dνCabs(ν)Bν(Tss)

(stimulated emission has been neglected).

If Cabs ∝ νβ ∝ λ−β in the IR, then
�

dνCabs(ν)Bν(Tss) ∝ T (
ss4 + β)

and
Tss ∝ u1/(4+β)

�

If

Cabs ∝ a2 for starlight absorption

Cabs ∝ a3 for IR emission

then
Tss ∝ u1/(4+β)

� a−1/(4+β)

bigger grains are slightly cooler.

Typically β ≈ 2 =⇒ Tss ∝ U 1/6a−1/6
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Emission Spectra
Sum over compositions c and integrate over size
distribution to get emission spectrum:

jν =
�

c

�
da

�
dn

da

�

c

×
�

dT

�
dP

dT

�

c,a

Cabs(a, λ)Bν(T )

from Draine & Li (2007)
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Grain Charging
• Charging processes for grains in T <∼ 105 K gas:

� Collisional charging
� Photoelectron emission

• For kinetic energies <∼ 10 eV, electron “sticking
coefficient” is expected to be of order unity.

• Impinging ions are expected to capture an elec-
tron from the grain, and either leave as a neu-
tral, or remain either physisorbed or chemisorbed:
charge “sticking coefficient” = 1.

• Collisional charging:

dZd

dt
=

�

j

njZj

�
8kT

πmj

�1/2

πa2F (Zjφ)

F (x) =

�
e−x if x > 0 (repulsion)

(1− x) if x < 0 (Coulomb focussing)

φ ≡ eU

kT
U = grain potential

Should include polarization potential causing
electrons and ions to be attracted to neutral grain
(Draine & Sutin 1987).

• If collisional charging only, and �|Zd|� � 1:

φ ≈ −2.50 for hydrogen plasma.

• Photoelectric yields are uncertain. If grain
is positively charged, photoelectron emerging
from grain must have sufficient kinetic en-
ergy to reach ∞, otherwise it will return to
the grain.

• Grain charging discussed in detail by Wein-
gartner & Draine (2001c), extended to in-
clude effects of X-rays (Weingartner et al.
2006).

• In diffuse ISM, photoelectric charging is im-
portant.
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Grain Charging

Photoelectric yield Y (hν, a, U = 0) for uncharged carbonaceous

grains from Weingartner et al. (2006). Curves are labelled by

grain radius a.

Y > 1 occurs because of secondary electrons and Auger electrons

(important near AGN, but not in local ISM).

• Photoelectric charging rate (simplified):
�

dZd

dt

�

pe

=

� ∞

Et/h

uνdν

hν
c Cabs(hν, a) Y (hν, a, KE > eU)

Et =

�
I(a) for U ≤ 0
eU + I(a) for U > 0

• Photoelectron will reach grain surface only if excited
near surface: “electron escape length” �esc ≈ 10 Å for
KE <∼ 10 eV

• Yields Y (hν, a) are enhanced when

a <∼ �a =
λ

4πIm(m)
= �abs

because a larger fraction of photoabsorptions occur
within �esc of surface.
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Grain Charging

Charge distributions for carbonaceous and silicate grains (Draine 2004).

Zd =
Ua

e
= 69

�
U

V

� �
a

0.1 µm

�

Time-averaged grain potential �U� vs. a for grains in the “cold neutral

medium” (CNM), “warm neutral medium” (WNM), and “warm

ionized medium” (WIM). Draine (From 2011).
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Grain Dynamics
• Gas drag: collisions with neutrals +

collisions with ions + plasma drag.

(see Draine & Salpeter (1979) for ap-

proximation formulae)

• For subsonic motion, Fdrag ∝ v,

plasma drag

neutral drag
∝ ni

nn
φ2 ln Λ

φ ≡ eU

kT

Drag time

τdrag ≡
Md v

Fdrag(v)

• Lorentz Force:

ωgyro =
Zd e B

Md c

• Relative importance of Lorentz Force

(for v ⊥ B):

Lorentz Force

drag force
= ωgyroτdrag

In H I clouds, magnetic forces are dominant for submicron

grains (from Weingartner & Draine 2001b).
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Radiation-Driven Grain Drift
• In diffuse ISM, radiation field is

anisotropic

• Forces due to radiation anisotropy:

� radiation pressure
� photoelectron recoil
� photodesorption recoil

• photoelectron recoil and photodes-
orption recoil forces can be compara-
ble to radiation pressure force (Wein-
gartner & Draine 2001c)

• Component of anisotropy � B0

drives steady drift of dust through gas

Drift speeds for grains in CNM and WNM: Mach ∼ 0.1.
(from Weingartner & Draine 2001b)
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Grains in Turbulence

Non-Magnetic Turbulence

• Non-magnetic turbulence:

Kolmogorov turbulent cascade

(vL)2 × (vL/L) ∼ const

• vL ∝ L1/3

• turnover time tL ∼ L/vL ∝ L2/3
.

• Grain will be coupled to gas motions

with tL > τdrag ∝ a

• L2/3 ∝ a

• v2
L ∝ a

• rms grain speed ∆v ∝ a1/2

MHD Turbulence (Yan et al. 2004)

• In fluid frame, E = 0.

• In inertial frame E = −(1/c)v ×B

• Turbulence→ stochastic E in inertial frame.

• stochastic E tends to accelerate grain

• Main effect from E fluctuations resonant with ωgyro

• Turbulent spectrum→ larger velocities for larger grains.

→ Grain-Grain collisions with ∆v >∼ 1 km s−1

Shattering in grain-grain collisions may be source of small

interstellar grains, including PAHs...
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Grains in Hot Gas

• Erosion by sputtering: ejection of atoms

from grain surface following impact by en-

ergetic H
+

, He
++

, etc.

• Sputtering yields depend on

� target material

� ion type

� ion energy

� incidence angle

• Estimates for Y (E) (Draine & Salpeter

1979)

• Rates for sputtering by a thermal plasma:

da

dt
≈ −1× 10−6

� nH

cm−3

�
µm yr−1

for 106 <∼ T <∼ 108 K (Draine & Salpeter

1979).

Thus grain lifetime in thermal plasma is

t ≈ 105 yr

�
cm−3

nH

� �
a

0.1 µm

�
yr

Sputtering rates in thermal plasma with He/H = 0.1

(from Draine & Salpeter 1979). Submicron grains do

not survive in the ICM in rich clusters of galaxies (e.g.,

nH = 0.001 cm−3
, T = 5× 107 K, nT = 105 cm−3 K).
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Grain Charging in Hot Plasma

Photoelectric charging by UV and X-rays that may
be present.

Collisional charging modified by several effects:

• Possible penetration of grain by impacting ion
or electron

• Secondary electron emission: one impacting
electron may eject a bound electron (i.e., col-
lisional ionization...)

• If grain charge is very negative: “electron field
emission” – bound electrons tunnel out of grain
when

U/a < −107 V cm−1,

or
U < −10

�
a

0.01 µm

�
V

• If grain charge is very positive, two possibili-
ties:

� Coulomb explosion: disruption of grain
into charged fragments

� Ion field emission: individual ions will be
emitted from grain surface if

U/a >∼ 3× 108 V cm−1

or
U >∼ 300

�
a

0.01 µm

�
V

• Whether or not Coulomb explosions occur de-
pends on strength of grain material. If strength
is ∼ ideal material, then ion field emission oc-
curs. If grain material is weak, then Coulomb
explosion occurs (Draine & Salpeter 1979).

• X-ray flash associated with a GRB can charge
grains to large positive potentials. If Coulomb
explosions occur, grains can be destroyed out
to large distances (cf. Waxman & Draine 2000;
Fruchter et al. 2001).
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Dust as a Coolant
Colliding electrons (and ions) deposit energy into

grain, which then cools radiatively. Estimate Λdust =

energy loss/volume. Let Σdust be the grain projected

surface area per H:

Σdust ≡
1

nH

�
da

dndust

da
πa2

In MW, grains larger than∼ 0.01 µm have ∆Σdust ≈
10−21 cm2

, with much larger surface area in PAHs.

Λe,dust = ne

�
8kT

πme

�1/2 �
da

dndust

da
πa2(2 + φ)kT

(if φ ≡ eU/kT ≥ 0).

Cooling rate provided by dust in hot gas. The dust

is assumed to have the size distribution and compo-

sition characteristic of dust in diffuse clouds. For

T > 106 K the dust cooling rate exceeds the cooling

rate due to atoms, ions, and bremsstrahlung (from

Draine 1981).
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Cooling of Shock-Heated Gas by Dust

Fraction of shock energy radiated by dust before complete destruction by sputtering, as a function of shock
speed vs (or shock temperature Ts).
Curve labelled ξ = 2 uses the best estimate for the sputtering rate. At high densities the grains are destroyed
by thermal sublimation; results are shown for nH = 106 cm−3 (from Draine 1981).

While the infrared emission from dusty shocked gas can be strong, the dust is completely destroyed before
the gas temperature is lowered by more than ∼10%.
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Dust in Galaxies

1. Dust in the MW, LMC and SMC – Extinction Stud-

ies

2. Infrared Emission from the SINGS Galaxy Sample

3. Dust in the SMC

4. First Results from Herschel
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1. Dust in the MW, LMC, and SMC – Extinction Studies

• Extinction curves in MW, LMC, and SMC

have many similarities:

� Tendency to rise from Near-IR (∼ 1 µm)

to FUV (∼ 0.1 µm)

� AV /NH is ∼ proportional to metallicity –

MW, LMC, SMC all seem to have similar

fractions of “refractory elements” in dust.

• But there are differences:

� The strength of the 2175 Å feature de-

creases as one goes from MW to LMC to

SMC

• Weingartner & Draine (2001) showed that

the MW, LMC, SMC extinction curves could

be reproduced by models consisting of PAHs

+ graphite + amorphous silicate, with only

changes in the size distribution (and relative

abundance of the 3 components) from sight-

line to sightline.
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MW, LMC, SMC Extinction Curves

• All rise with decreasing λ down to λ = 0.12 µm

• Size distributions similar to MW – half-mass radius ∼0.1 µm

• 2175 Å feature: weakens as we go from MW→ LMC avg. →
LMC2→ SMC bar

• AV /NH ∝ metal abundance

• Models: increasing fraction of extinction is contributed by sil-
icates as we go from MW → LMC avg. → LMC2 → SMC
bar
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Extinction Curve Systematics: MW→LMC→SMC

• All rise with decreasing λ down to λ = 0.12 µm

• Size distributions roughly similar to MW – half-mass radius ∼0.1 µm

• 2175 Å feature: weakens as we go from MW→ LMC avg. → LMC2→ SMC bar

• AV /NH approximately ∝ metal abundance

much or most of Mg, Fe, Si... appear to be in dust in LMC and SMC, just as in MW

• Models: increasing fraction of extinction is contributed by silicates as we go from MW → LMC avg. →
LMC2→ SMC bar

• In our models, 2175 Å feature can be produced by either PAH particles or a <∼ 0.0015 µm graphite particles.

Therefore 2175 Å feature gives upper bound on (C in PAHs)/(H total):

region (C in PAHs)/(H total) (C in PAHs)/(C total)

MW RV = 3.1 ≤60 ppm ≤20%

MW RV = 4 ≤40 ppm ≤14%

MW RV = 5.5 ≤30 ppm ≤10%

LMC average ≤20 ppm ≤11% (ZLMC/Z⊙ ≈ 0.6)

LMC 2 ≤10 ppm ≤6%

SMC bar
<∼ 2 ppm ?

<∼ 3% (ZSMC/Z⊙ ≈ 0.2)

This predicts upper limit on strength of PAH emission in the SMC.
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Extinction Beyond the Local Group
• Not feasible to use single stars

� too faint and crowded

• If try to sum over many stars, problems:

� extinction will vary from star to star:

�
Fi0e

−τi �= e−�τ�
�

i

Fi0

� Scattering in host galaxy puts light into

aperture

Fobs =
�

i

Fi0e
−τi + Fsca

• To measure extinction, need bright background
source or bright variable source within galaxy:

� Compare spectra of QSOs with varying absorp-

tion line strengths:

York et al. (2006) study 890 QSOs with MgII

absorption lines; associated dust has SMC-like

extinction curve, no evidence for 2175Å fea-

ture

� Compare spectra of QSOs with varying impact

parameter, e.g.:

Ménard et al. (2009) use 85000 SDSS QSOs

to determine properties of dust in foreground

galaxies at z ≈ 0.3: consistent with MW-type

dust (no information on 2200Å feature)

� Use multiply-lensed QSO, compare different

images, e.g., Elı́asdóttir et al. (2006)

� GRB (assume power-law spectrum), e.g.:

Prochaska et al. (2009): zabs = zGRB = 3.04
with 2175 Å extinction feature

Elı́asdóttir et al. (2009): zabs = zGRB = 2.45,

LMC-like (with 2175 Å feature)

Summary

� overall extinction curves similar to MW, LMC,

or SMC

� 2175Å feature sometimes present.

Generally somewhat weaker than MW.
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Attenuation Curves vs. Extinction Curves

• Integrated light Fobs from dusty galaxy ex-

pected to be reddened by absorption. Define

τatt by Fobs = F0e−τ
. To find τatt(λ), need to

know F0(λ).

• Calzetti et al. (1994): assume all “starburst

galaxies” have same stellar pop. use low-

reddening starburst as template. Inferred red-

ddening curve rises toward UV, but no 2175Å
feature.

• Noll et al. (2009): 2175Å feature is present in

spectra of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2

• Conroy (2010): no evidence for 2175Å fea-
ture in DEEP2 spectra of star-forming galaxies

at z ∼ 1

• Conroy et al. (2010): compare SDSS+GALEX

photometry of z ∼ 0.03 galaxies with varying

inclination:

� 2175Å feature is present
� models to reproduce reddening require very

steep rise in extinction to UV (RV ≈ 2)

Summary
• Real star-forming galaxies have complex ge-

ometries: different spatial distributions for

� hot stars with short lifetimes

� cooler stars with longer lifetimes

� dust producing optical extinction

� dust component producing 2175Å feature

(PAHs?) may be underabundant in ISM

near hot stars (PAH destruction by UV from

hot stars?)

• Must be cautious in inferring dust properties

from observation of integrated starlight

• Absence of 2175Å feature in spectra of star-

burst galaxies may not indicate general absence

of 2175Å carrier
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Infrared Emission from Dust in Galaxies
Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxy Survey (SINGS) (P.I. Rob Kennicutt)

• Spitzer Legacy Survey

• Sample of 75 nearby galaxies with range of properties

• “Nearby” = resolved with 40�� psf of 160 µm camera

• metallicities 0.1 <∼ (Z/Z⊙) <∼ 1

• imaging in 7 photometric bands (3.6, 4.5, 6, 8, 24, 70, 160 µm)

• 5–38 µm low-resolution spectroscopy of selected regions (including centers)

• 850 µm photometry with SCUBA for 17 galaxies in sample

• interpret observations using silicate-graphite-PAH dust model (Draine & Li 2007)

� Try models with size distributions from Weingartner & Draine (2001) that reproduce

average MW extinction with RV = 3.1

� vary the PAH abundance qPAH ≡ MPAH,NC<103/Mdust

� qPAH restricted to range 0.004 ≤ qPAH ≤ 0.047
(when qPAH = 0.047, PAHs account for 100% of 2175Å feature in Milky Way)
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How to model emission

from extragalactic dust?

• Far-IR observations always observe

large regions: 40�� = 700 pc/3.5 Mpc.

• Region will contain a wide range of

physical conditions – diffuse clouds,

star-forming regions, dark clouds, etc.

• Dust is heated by starlight – need to

know how starlight and dust are dis-

tributed to calculate IR emission

• Not feasible to construct detailed

model with stars + dust + radiative

transfer:

� insufficient data to constrain geom-

etry

� would require heavy radiative

transfer calculations

A Simple Approach

• Assume universal starlight spectrum, scale factor U :

uν = U × uν(standard)

• For uν(standard): take solar neighborhood starlight in-

tensity (Mathis et al. 1983)

• In a given pixel, assume that most of the dust is heated

by starlight with a narrow range of U , and a small frac-

tion γ of the dust mass is heated by starlight with higher

values of U .

Try very simple form (Draine & Li 2007):

dMdust

dU
= (1− γ)Mdust δ(U − Umin)

+
γMdust

1− β

U−β

U 1−β
min

− U 1−β
max

for Umin ≤ U ≤ Umax

Dust heated by U � Umin is presumably in H II regions

or photodissociation regions (PDRs).

• Adjustable parameters: Mdust, qPAH, Umin, γ, β, Umax

• Can fix β ≈ 2, Umax ≈ 106
: →4 adjustable. parameters.

• β = 2→ equal IR power per ∆ ln U
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NGC 7331
• first galaxy observed in

SINGS sample.

• SAb spiral, thought to be

similar to Milky Way, D=15

Mpc

• 21cm observations:

M(H I) = 10
10.0M⊙

• CO 1-0 observations:

M(H2) = 10
9.8M⊙.

• metallicity Z ≈ 0.5Z⊙.
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Comparison of Model with Global SED of NGC 7331

from Draine et al. (2007)

• red rectangles: IRAC, MIPS, and
SCUBA (450 µm, 850 µm) photometry

• diamonds: other photometry (2MASS,
IRAS)

• triangle: model (starlight+dust) con-
volved with instrumental response

• model reproduces observations of global
SED surprisingly well

• parameters: fix β = 2, Umax = 106

adjust Umin, γ, Mdust, qPAH, and starlight:

� Mdust = 108.06M⊙

� qPAH = MPAH/Mdust = 0.043

� Umin = 3

� γ = 0.0057

• Important result: Umin = 3, yet model re-
produces 450 µm and 850 µm photome-
try.
“Cold dust” evidently does not con-
tribute significantly to the total submm
emission.
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Comments on NGC 7331

• For given γ, Umin, Umax, β, can calculate frac-

tion of total IR coming from dust heated by

starlight with U = Umin, and from regions

where U ≥ 102
.

• Dust heated by starlight with U = Umin:

� Interpreted as dust in the diffuse ISM (e.g.,

the IR “cirrus” in the Milky Way)

� This component dominates IR energetics in

all SINGS galaxies: Most of the starlight

absorption takes place in the general diffuse

ISM

• Dust heated by starlight with U > 102

� Interpreted as dust in H II regions and PDRs

� LPDR/LTIR ≈ 0.10

• The contribution of PDRs

� For a galaxy with more-or-less steady star

formation, about 20% of the starlight power

is radiated by short-lived massive stars.

� If about half of this energy is radiated while

they are close to dense gas, then we ex-

pect ∼10% of the IR luminosity to come

from dust heated by U > 102
– just as in-

ferred from modeling the IR emission for

NGC 7331.
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Additional Examples

• SED for SAap galaxy NGC 3190.

Mdust ≈ 107.19M⊙. �U� ≈ 2.5.

Low fPDR = 0.017
(from Draine et al. 2007)

• SED for SBa galaxy NGC2798.

Mdust ≈ 107.25M⊙
Dust is relatively warm, with �U� ≈ 15.

High fPDR ≈ 0.36
(from Draine et al. 2007)
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Properties of the SINGS Galaxies

from Draine et al. (2007)

FIR emission from galaxies
is not a one-dimensional se-
quence.

i.e., not just “colder” to
“hotter”.
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PAH Abundances in the SINGS Galaxy Sample

from Draine et al. (2007)

qPAH ≡
M(PAH with < 10

3
C atoms)

Mdust

• Galaxies with Z > 0.3Z⊙ have median
qPAH ≈ 3.6%

• Galaxies with Z < 0.2Z⊙ have median
qPAH ≈ 1.0%.

There appears to be a metallicity

threshold∼ 0.25× solar for PAHs

to be abundant.
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Dust to Gas Ratio in the SINGS Galaxy Sample

(from Draine et al. 2007)

• Circles = galaxies with
SCUBA data

• Diamonds = galaxies
without SCUBA data

• DDO 053, NGC 6822,
NGC 1705, NGC 2981,
IC2574, HoII, HoI,
NGC 4236 = dwarf
galaxies with extended
HI envelopes.

• Filled Diamonds: MH

limited to central region
with IR emission.

• Mdust/MH ≈ 0.01(Z/Z⊙)

for 0.08 < Z/Z⊙ < 1.2

Mdust

MH
≈ 0.01

�
Z
Z⊙

�
for 0.08 < Z

Z⊙
< 1.2
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Starlight Intensities in the SINGS Galaxy Sample

• Fraction of dust heating provided by “δ-

function” starlight component with U = Umin:

median = 88%

• Fraction of dust heating taking place in regions

with U > 102
(H II regions and PDRs):

median = 8%
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Starlight Intensities in the SINGS Galaxy Sample

from Draine et al. (2007)

• median value of Umin = 1.5

• Most absorption of starlight takes place in dif-
fuse ISM with starlight intensities similar to
those in solar neighborhood.
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Why Only 8% of LTIR from the “PDR” Component?

• High-U regions mainly due to massive stars near natal clouds.

• Stellar energy mainly from converting H to He

• Integrated stellar luminosity
�

L dt ∼ 0.008× 0.3Mc2 ∝M

• For steady star formation with Salpeter IMF (dN/dM ∝M−2.35):

L(M > 20M⊙)

L(all stars)
≈

� 100
20 M ×M−2.35dM

� 100
0.9 M ×M−2.35dM

≈ 0.18

20 M⊙ ⇐⇒ O8.5 V, 09.5 III, B8 I

• Substantial fraction of M > 20M⊙ stars have moved away from (or dispersed) dense
natal cloud

• ∼8% is not a surprising number for fraction of dust heating contributed by dust exposed
to U > 102

• Galaxies with fPDR
>∼ 0.2 have undergone recent “starburst”.
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PAH Abundances in the SMC

(Sandstrom et al. 2010)

• white: region images with IRAC+MIPS

• red: IRS long-low spectroscopy

• green: IRS short-low spectroscopy

• white ∗: locations where UV extinction
curve has been measured

• qPAH determined using DL07 fit to
IRAC+MIPS photometry (“photofit”) in
most areas, but also using IRS spectra
where available (“photospectrofit”).

• qPAH < 1% over most of SMC.
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PAH Abundances: Photometry vs. Spectroscopy

(Sandstrom et al. 2010)

• Good agreement between

� “photofit” estimates of qPAH (using
only photometric data),
and

� “photospectrofit” estimates of qPAH

(fit using both spectroscopy and
photometry).

IRAC + MIPS photometry alone

gives good estimates for qPAH

• “pileup” at qPAH = 0.4% is because that
was the lowest value of qPAH allowed
by fit.
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What Correlates with Variations in qPAH?

Comparison of qPAH with CO Emission

from Sandstrom et al. (2010)

• qPAH appears to be en-

hanced in regions where

CO emission was de-

tected by the NANTEN

survey (Mizuno et al.

2001)
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What Correlates with Variations in qPAH?
Comparison of qPAH with Density of Carbon Stars

from Sandstrom et al. (2010)

• No apparent correlation

of qPAH with carbon stars

selected from 2MASS

catalog

• Does not appear that

PAHs are produced pri-

marily by carbon stars
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Surface Density of Dust in the SMC

from Sandstrom et al. (2010)
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Evolution of Interstellar Dust

1. ISM Mass Budget
2. Stellar Sources of Dust
3. Dust Destruction in the ISM
4. Growth of Grain Material in the ISM
5. Dust in Galaxies with Large Redshifts

Much of this discussion is from Draine (2009)
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Mass Budget for the ISM

Flow of Baryons in MW
• MW: star formation more-or-less

steady for past ∼8 Gyr (Rocha-Pinto

et al. 2000):

M > 1M⊙ stars are dying at ∼same

rates as being formed.

• MISM ≈ 5× 10
9M⊙ in MW

• Sources and Sinks:

ṀISM ≈ +1M⊙/ yr : Infall

−3M⊙/ yr : Star Formation

+1M⊙/ yr : Stellar Outflows

Net : −1M⊙/ yr

• ISM declining on timescale

MISM/|ṀISM| ≈ 5 Gyr

• Atom (or grain) in ISM incorporated in

a star on timescale

MISM

SFR
≈ 5× 10

9M⊙

3M⊙/ yr
≈ 1.5 Gyr
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Stellar Sources

M > 1M⊙ stars die at rate ∼ 1/ yr.

Injection of Gas and Dust (“Stardust”) from Stellar Sources

gas dust stellar source

(M⊙/ yr) (M⊙/ yr)
0.4 0.002 Planetary Nebulae (∼0.3/yr)

0.5 0.0025 Red Giant, Red Supergiant, C star winds

0.06 < 0.0001? OB, WR, other warm/hot star winds

0.25 0.0002? Sne (1/100yr, ∼ 10−2M⊙ dust/SN?)

0.01 0.00001 Novae (100/yr, 10−7M⊙ dust/nova?)

∼1.2 ∼0.005 All stellar sources

Ṁdust ≈ 0.005M⊙/ yr from stellar sources

• O-rich stars (O/C > 1) produce (mainly) silicate dust (C is in CO)

• C-rich stars (C/O > 1) produce (mainly) carbonaceous dust and SiC (O is in CO)
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Journey through the ISM

• All heavy elements enter ISM via stellar outflows/ejecta

• Suppose fraction f�0(Si) < 1 of Si leaving stars is condensed into dust grains (silicates,
SiC, ...)

• If nothing else happens, stardust grain will reside in ISM ∼1.5 Gyr before being incor-
porated into protostar or protoplanetary disk

• What could happen to stardust grains (and the Si atoms in them) as they journey through
the ISM?

� chemical reaction with reactive species (H, O)
� UV photolysis (silicate immune?)
� CR damage (amorphization); CR flux is uncertain
� sputtering in hot gas
� grain-grain collisions
∗ coagulation at low velocity
∗ shattering at intermediate velocity
∗ vaporization at high velocity
∗ cratering of large grains by small grains
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Sputtering in Hot Gas

• Substantial grain destruction in vs > 220 km s−1
radiative shock

vs = 220 km s−1
shock→ Ts = 7× 105 K gas.

• SN explosion: ∼ 1051 ergs kinetic energy

• SNR blastwave shock-heats ISM

• Early evolution ∼energy-conserving as blastwave expands:

MSNRv2
s ≈ 1051 ergs

MSNR ≈ 103M⊙

�
220 km s−1

vs

�2

• Detailed studies: most grain material sputtered if vs
>∼ 220 km s−1

.

• Every ∼ 102 yr, SN blastwave destroys grains in ∼ 103M⊙ of ISM

• Grain lifetime against destruction

tdest ≈
5× 109M⊙

103M⊙/102 yr
≈ 5× 108 yr

• tdest is short compared to 1.5 Gyr residence time

MOST STARDUST WILL NOT SURVIVE
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Sputtering in Hot Gas

• In low-velocity gas, Si is heavily depleted.

• Gas moving at high speeds in ISM

� has been accelerated by a shock wave.

� shows evidence of grain destruction: enhanced gas-phase abundances of Si and other species that are

normally depleted:

From Cowie (1978)
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Grain Survival in ISM

Complications:

• ISM is inhomogeneous: denser regions are shielded from effects of blastwave:

increase tdest for “typical” grain

• SNe are correlated: increase tdest

• Additional partial destruction by sputtering for vs < 220 km s−1
shocks: decrease tdest

• Additional destruction by grain-grain collisions in lower velocity shocks: decrease tdest.

Survival time of random Si atoms in grain is

tdest ≈ (3− 5)× 108 yr

(Barlow 1978; Draine & Salpeter 1979; Dwek & Scalo 1979, 1980; Jones et al. 1994, 1996,

and other studies...)
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Survival of Stardust in ISM
• Fraction f�0(Si) of Si enters ISM in grains.

• Stardust is converted to gas on timescale tdest

or

incorporated into star on timescale tSFR.

• Steady-state solution:

f�(Si) = fraction of Si in stardust in ISM

≈ f�0

1 + tSFR/tdest

≈ 0.25f�0(Si)

≈ 0.1

for f�0(Si) ≈ 0.5, tdest ≈ 0.4 Gyr, tSF ≈ 1.5 Gyr

• But: we observe extreme depletion of Si: f (Si) ≈ 0.9, mainly in amorphous silicates.

• Therefore:

MOST of the amorphous silicate material in the ISM

must have formed IN the ISM
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Growth of Grain Material in the ISM

• Let Σd,21 × 10
−21

cm
2/H = dust geometric cross section/H nucleon.

• From modeling extinction, we know that Σd,21
>∼ 1

• Time for gas atom moving with speed va (relative to grain) to collide with grain surface:

τaccr ≈
1

nHΣdva
= 1× 10

5
yr

�
30 cm

−3

nH

�
1

Σd,21

�
km s

−1

va

�

• Atoms can deplete from gas and be incorporated into grains on timescale � tdest ≈
4× 10

8
yr

• Mix of arriving atoms: H, He, C, N, O, Mg, Si, ...
Rate for one surface site to be hit by an O atom:

τ−1
O ≈ 10

−15
cm

2
�
4× 10

−4nH

� vO

4

=
1

105 yr

� nH

30 cm−3

� �
vO

km s
−1

�

Complication: arrival rate of ions (e.g. Si+) modified by charge on grains (see Weingart-
ner & Draine 1999, for study of kinetics)
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Growth of Grain Material in the ISM, contd.

• Growth occurs in presence of UV: Surface atoms will undergo electronic excitation with
rate ∼ 1/3000 yr ≈ 10−11 s−1

τUVexc ≈ 3000 yr � time between arrival of elements C,O,Mg,Si,Fe, etc.
Any atom that can be photodesorbed will be photodesorbed before another atom (other
than H) arrives with which it might bond

• Material grown on grain will be determined by substrate, arriving mix, and UV.

• Any material which is not stable under UV exposure cannot grow.
Possible “survivors”:

� Amorphous silicate?
� Hydrocarbon material? (PAHs?)
� Since amorph.silicate and PAHs are present in the ISM, they are presumed to be what

“grows” under interstellar conditions!
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Growth of Grain Material in the ISM, contd.

• How do we keep amorphous silicate and hydrocarbons separate?
Possibility:

� Si atom that arrives on top of hydrocarbon surface may be removed by photodesorp-
tion or reaction with H

� C atom arriving on top of amorphous silicate surface may be removed by photodes-
orption or reaction with H

� single grain might grow both silicates and hydrocarbon, with subsequent separation
during shattering events

• Very difficult (impossible?) to simulate this proposed growth process in lab:
� Need very high ratio of UV flux/atomic flux:

τUVexc =
1

30
time between arrival of O atoms at one surface site

=
1

3000
time between arrival of Si atoms at one surface site

� Material should remain very cold (∼20K):
cannot use high UV flux, therefore cannot scale up all densities (gas and UV) by
factor 10

8 to simulate 10
5
yr of growth in ∼1 day.

� In lab, very difficult to work with atomic H and atomic O
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Grain Growth in ISM: Implications

• Most (∼90%) interstellar amorphous silicate is NOT STARDUST – it is material grown
in the ISM

• Explains with interstellar silicate material is <2% crystalline (Kemper et al. 2005)
whereas stardust found in meteorites is ∼20% crystalline (L. P. Keller 2008, private
communication): <∼ 10% of interstellar grain material is stardust

• If true for MW, presumably also in other star-forming galaxies

• NB: Any galaxy that is able to convert H to H2 (via catalysis on grain surfaces) has
densities that allow conversion of C, Mg, Si, Fe in gas to solid material (these atoms will
also collide with grain surfaces)

• Large amounts of dust seen in high redshift galaxies (e.g., J114816 z = 6.4) can be
grown predominantly in ISM: SNe and AGB stars need provide only a fraction of the
dust (see material)

• Grain mass may be grown in ISM, grain size distribution may be maintained by balance
between grain growth (surface growth, coagulation) and destruction (sputtering, shatter-
ing in grain-grain collisions, ...)

• Observed PAHs may be result of shattering of larger hydrocarbon grains.
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Summary

• Violent ISM→ short lifetimes (∼ 4× 108 yr) for solid matter in ISM

• Observed dust abundance and depletions of Si etc:

Must be growth of solid matter in ISM

• Must somehow grow amorphous silicate in cold UV-irradiated ISM

• Strong UV presumably controls type(s) of materials formed: amorphous silicates and

hydrocarbons

• MW is not special: most dust in star-forming galaxies presumably also grown in ISM

• Large amounts of dust seen in high−z systems (e.g., J114816 z = 6.4) is likely to have

been grown mainly in ISM: SNe, AGB stars need provide only a fraction of the dust

(seed material).
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